Dear Class 1 Families,

What a lovely term of work we have had! The children loved writing, retelling and reading the story of Sister Fox and The Shark God of Fiji. During our focus on numeracy, we learnt about the plus, minus, multiplication and divide. These were enhanced with imaginative stories that brought the inner gesture of the process in gathering, giving or sharing through stories. The signs of the processes were worked into the story as were characters such as Farmer Plus, Miner Minus, Multiply Gnome and Fair Share Fairy. Equals Wizard thrilled the children as he got so grumpy when things weren’t the same. We are now focussing on start and end sounds of words, common words and comprehension as we explore Stories of the Dream Time.

Each Monday we now tell our weekend news. On Tuesday we illustrate and write about this in our Journals. It has been lovely to hear the fun and adventures the children have. It is such a good way for the children to practise writing when it relates to their own experiences.

We wished Oliver C well at his new school and Latisha well in her home school journey. We were cheered to welcome two new students, Oliver and Oli! How exciting to have some new friends 😊

Upcoming dates:

Spring Festival 15th September – Children wear spring colours. Families welcome for the concert at 2pm at front of school. Please see Jo if you can possibly help with set up or bring foliage especially Ivy, Jasmine. There is a job list near ramp to building.

Footy Day 16th September- Wear footy gear, footy colours or uniform. Short parade of team supporters will be held. Hot pie lunch can be orders by Monday. Gluten free and veg options available.

Stay tuned for information about our Whole School Production at the start of Term 4!